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An inflation focus that neglects
growth could lead to stagflation

No role for India yet in Tesla’s
new global supply chain hedge
Raw material security has drawn Musk’s EV-maker to Indonesia

Price stability and economic growth must not be posed as an either-or choice as the well-being of people demands a balance

A global loss of both price stability and economic growth

The world is faced with an economic situation that, if handled ineptly, could leave us staring at
rapidly rising prices in the midst of a stagnation in output.
Inflation and growth rates of major economy groups (in % per annum)

2015-2019
(Annual average)

2020
(Actual)

2021
(Estimate)

2022
(Projection)

Advanced economies

1.2

0.7

3.1

5.7

Developing economies

4.7

5.2

5.9

8.7

Developing Asia

2.8

3.1

2.2

3.5

Developing Europe

6.9

5.3

9.5

27.1

Latin America and the Caribbean

6.3

6.4

9.8

11.2

Middle East and Central Asia

7.2

10.6

13.2

12.8

Sub-Saharan Africa

8.8

10.2

11.0

12.2

India

4.2

6.2

5.5

6.1

World

3.4

–3.1

6.1

3.6

Advanced economies

2.1

–4.5

5.2

3.3

Developing economies

4.3

–2.0

6.8

3.8

Developing Asia

6.4

–0.8

7.3

5.4

Developing Europe

2.6

–1.8

6.7

–2.9

Latin America and the Caribbean

0.8

–7.0

6.8

2.5

Middle East and Central Asia

2.8

–2.9

5.7

4.6

Sub-Saharan Africa

2.8

–1.7

4.5

3.8

India

6.7

–6.6

8.9

8.2
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he global economy is confronted with
a daunting prospect, as accelerating
inflation and decelerating growth loom
large on the horizon. This will inevitably impose hardships on people, while
posing a dilemma for governments
everywhere. The table presents just-published
International Monetary Fund statistics on actual
inflation rates and growth rates in the world, disaggregated by economy groups, for the period 20152019 and 2020, compared with estimates for 2021
and projections for 2022, and has corresponding
figures for India as a point of comparison.
In advanced economies, consumer price inflation, a mere 1% per annum during 2015-20, rose to
3% in 2021 and is projected to reach about 6% in
2022. Compared with 1% per annum or less in the
preceding five years, the corresponding inflation
rates in 2021 and 2022 are 4.7% and 7.7% in the US,
3.2% and 5.5% in Germany, 2.6% and 7.4% in the UK,
and 2.6% and 5.3% for the Eurozone, with Japan as
the sole exception. These projected inflation levels
in rich countries, for 2022, are unprecedented and
have not been witnessed since the oil crises of the
1970s fifty years ago. In developing economies,
where consumer price inflation was on average 5%
per annum during 2015-2020, corresponding inflation rates are 6% in 2021 and 9% in 2022. Asia is the
sole exception where inflation is moderate. For
Latin America, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Middle East
& Central Asia, inflation reached double-digit levels
in 2021 and will climb further in 2022. In Developing Europe (non-EU transition economies), the
corresponding rates are 10% and 27% per annum.
The factors underlying inflation are obvious.
First, during 2020-2021, most central banks
adopted easy monetary policies while governments
adopted expansionary fiscal policies in response to
the covid pandemic and its associated lockdowns
that led to a devastating contraction in output and
employment. The unintended consequences were
that significant proportions of cheap money went
into financial assets—driving stock market booms
in an economic slump—and primary commodities,
pushing up world prices. Second, in early 2022, the
war in Ukraine accentuated inflation as it squeezed
world supplies of fuels (oil and gas from Russia) and
food (wheat from Ukraine), while the sanctions and
the war disrupted supply chains. Mounting inflationary expectations are an obvious consequence.
This has coincided with a sharp slowdown in
growth worldwide. In advanced economies, gross
domestic product (GDP) growth, which was 2% per
annum during 2015-2019, slumped to -4.5% in
2020 while 5.2% in 2021 meant a return to GDP
levels in 2019. It is the same story for most rich
countries. In developing economies, GDP growth,
which was 4% per annum in 2015-2019, dropped to
-2% in 2020, recovered significantly to 6.8% in 2021
(attributable mostly to China and India) more than
returning to GDP levels in 2019, but will drop to
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3.8% in 2022 (propped up by Developing Asia).
in fuels and food, and war-induced disruptions in
Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa fared worse,
supply chains, where uncertainties are shaping
Developing Europe is the disaster story (Ukraine
inflationary expectations. Raising interest rates will
war), while the Middle East might do better because
not curb such supply-side inflation. If the diagnosis
of high oil prices.
is wrong, the derived prescription cannot resolve
After the financial crisis of 2008 and the Great
the problem. In fact, this misconceived remedy
Recession that followed, global growth had not
might end up stifling growth further. Higher
returned to its boom levels seen until 2008, as the
interest rates will dampen investment while fiscal
recovery was slow and uneven.
consolidation will squeeze conThe pandemic saw a sharp outsumption expenditure, which are
put contraction everywhere.
the main sources of aggregate
QUICK READ
Disruptions and uncertainties of
domestic demand. Such contracthe war will dampen growth furCentral banks are hiking interest tionary macroeconomic policies
ther. Thus, world GDP in 2022
could end up stifling growth.
rates while governments wind
could well be at its 2019 level.
back fiscal spending, but this may
What needs to be done is
The consequences of such high
not resolve an inflation problem almost the opposite. Monetary
inflation juxtaposed with dampcaused by supply squeezes
policy is a powerful instrument
ened growth are bound to be
for stimulating investment, while
rather than red-hot demand.
asymmetrical between the rich
fiscal policy is a powerful one
and the poor, countries or people.
Higher borrowing costs could for stimulating consumption
The prolonged pandemic has
expenditure (specially to meet
dampen investment even as
already hurt poorer people and
fiscal consolidation is likely to
consumption needs of the poor),
countries far more, while the
compress domestic demand
to revive growth. Thus, unless
economic recovery is K-shaped.
government policies strike a
and a combination of the two
Economic inequalities worldcould end up stifling growth.
balance between managing
wide, already high, will widen,
inflation and stimulating growth,
with inevitable social and political consequences.
stagflation will be the most likely outcome.
The response of governments to inflation almost
We must not forget that price stability and
everywhere reveals a return to orthodoxy in macrobalanced budgets are neither ends nor virtues in
economic policies. Central banks are hiking interest themselves. The well-being of people should be the
rates while governments are starting fiscal consoliprimary concern of governments. Moreover, price
dation to restrain and manage inflation. This solustability and economic growth must not be posed as
tion might accentuate rather than resolve the proban either-or choice. That is a false dilemma. In fact,
lem. The reason is simple. The present inflation is
the well-being of people and economic progress of
driven by supply-demand imbalances, particularly
countries requires stability with growth.
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rom India to Indonesia, Elon Musk is
scouting for sites to make more Teslas.
With the world mired in supply chain
chaos, access to materials matters most.
He’s got it right. After lobbying against
India’s tight manufacturing policies and
prohibitive import duties, Musk is headed
to meet Indonesia’s President Joko Widodo and visit parts of the country, which is
also the top producer of nickel, a key metal
for batteries. That’s an astute bet—for Tesla
and Indonesia. And a missed opportunity
for New Delhi. To meet ambitious electric
vehicle (EV) targets, Indonesia has drawn
in several battery and car makers in recent
months with a variety of incentives.
With a friendly policy bolstering the
country’s EV goals, companies have started
committing billions of dollars. LG Energy
Solution, along with others, is investing
about $9 billion in a full supply chain from
mining to manufacturing in the country.
With Hyundai, the firm is developing a battery plant, too. Meanwhile, the world’s top
powerpack maker Contemporary Amperex
is investing almost $6 billion in a battery
project with state-backed Aneka Tambang
and Industri Baterai Indonesia. Further up
the value chain, China’s Zhejiang Huayou
Cobalt and Vale Indonesia announced they
would work together on a nickel project.
The move by companies across the EV
supply chain into Southeast Asia’s largest
economy shows how important it is to be
close to a source of raw materials. If there’s
one thing the past year of logistical screwups and delays has shown the industry, it’s
that proximity is key. Even if global supply
and demand is balanced on paper, moving
industrial goods around is expensive.
Tesla knows this well. It has created large
manufacturing hubs in China and Germany.
After having trouble making EVs in the US,
its market share has grown globally. Now
the EV-maker is looking to secure materials
and make its own batteries, while stopping
short of buying mines . Wherever Musk sees
problems in production, he looks for a solution. Tesla is essentially creating discrete
supply chains across the globe.
Indonesia churns out around 1 million
cars in a good year, and is dominated by Japanese producers’ smaller vehicles. Its auto
market pales in comparison with China’s
and the US’s, with EVs a small portion.
Potential sales generated in Indonesia
wouldn’t really move the needle for Tesla.
Yet, Jakarta is leveraging existing resources,
an EV business-friendly policy and the right
story to make it fertile ground for largescale investment. The moment that happens, Indonesia will be able to boast about

Indonesia could do for power-packs what
China did for Tesla’s EV plans
AFP

its battery manufacturing supply chain on
the global scale.
Meanwhile, India continues to hem and
haw over import duties. Government officials in New Delhi have made bold statements about their ambitions, talking up
their desire to draw in Tesla. Earlier this
month, road transport minister Nitin Gadkari said that Tesla would benefit from a
plant in India. Yet, customers who placed
orders are still waiting and it’s unclear how
Musk’s firm would get a leg up. Now, there
are questions around whether Tesla will
make its way into India at all.
That is probably a good bet, too. Firms are
worried about procuring parts and dealing
with logistical issues and high shipping
costs. Progress on EVs has been scattered
and commitment isn’t clear. Toyota, one of
the world’s biggest automakers but an EV
laggard globally, has pledged to invest $624
million in making EV components through
its existing units in India, but it’s unclear
who will buy them. Even India’s top automaker Maruti Suzuki isn’t planning on EVs
until 2025. Add in policy hoops and punitive taxes, and India has all but ruled itself
out by making the cost of investing in its
market so high. India’s vaccine king, Adar
Poonawalla, also decided to weigh in earlier
this month. He tweeted that putting capital
into making cars in India would be the “best
investment” Musk would “ever make.”
That’s perhaps too optimistic.
EV and battery manufacturers are in high
demand across the globe and it will take far
more than bold words and political ambition. Resources must be made available and
policy should be sufficiently coherent for
manufacturers to work with. It’s bizzare,
then, that Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
government continues to hold back. Yes,
there are a few local EV models, but the
Indian auto market remains an aspirational
one. That means wide-scale adoption will
pick up pace only once there are enough
models that people want to buy—like
Tesla’s Model 3—and enough charging
facilities that make it easy, as the evolution
of the two-wheeler market showed.
Just as China made Tesla a global company, Indonesia could do the same for its
battery supply chain. All while making manufacturing more affordable and eventually,
EVs, too. It’s a means to an end—and a smart
one at that.
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American flip-flops mustn’t set abortion back in India
Anubha Rastogi

S
is a lawyer practising in Mumbai
courts

hould we in India worry about the
leaked majority opinion of a yet-to-bepronounced judgement of the
Supreme Court of the US which appears to
be overturning the law set out in Roe vs
Wade and in Planned Parenthood vs Casey?
I do want to state here that the leaking of a
portion of a judgment in the media is
extremely shocking and I am not sure if I
have a comparable parallel to that in the
Indian legal system, I might, however, be
uninformed. But the fact that a leaked portion of a judgement is doing the rounds in
the media and has been officially owned by
the highest court there is quite unnerving
for a legal practitioner like me.
Having said that, I do want to state that
while the legal systems and the belief systems are very different for the US and India,
a restrictive abortion law in the US will have
a ripple effect on access to services, information, choice and resources for abortion in
India and elsewhere. In the recent past,
there have been some excellent examples of

how access to abortion in a country should
look like, like Columbia, Kenya, Ireland or
Nepal, but considering the nature of the
debate in the US, it is likely that similarly
placed countries, especially from the religious outlook point of view, may follow suit.
Abortion has been legalized in certain
conditions in India since 1971 through the
Medical Termination of Pregnancy (MTP)
Act. It is an exception to the general criminalization of “causing a miscarriage” under
the Indian Penal Code.
The Roe vs Wade case of the US Supreme
Court was a judgment passed in the year
1973 that recognized the right of a pregnant
woman to decide about the continuation of
her pregnancy and held it to be part of her
right to privacy, thereby striking down
many restrictive laws around abortion prevalent in the US at that point in time. Abortion has always been a controversial issue in
the US, primarily on account of significant
sections of America viewing access to this
medical service from a religious perspective
and not from the vantage point of the pregnant person.
In the Indian context, this access becomes
an issue from a very different standpoint,
one of universal poor access to general
health services, and the second of its confla-

tion with the country’s declining child sex 2019 to 2021, 2.9% of pregnancies resulted
ratio. In both these concerns, the religious in an abortion, 20.3 % of abortions took
or moral beliefs of the medical practitioner place in a public health set-up, and 52.9 % in
are of no consequence.
a private set-up. The most commonly stated
In the first scenario, there is lack of access reason for seeking an abortion was an
to safe legal abortion services simply unplanned pregnancy.
because there is lack of access to any other
Having said that, abortion is still not
health services in general. In the second sce- acknowledged or recognized as a right in
nario, for the most part, second trimester India, and this in spite of the fact that the
abortions are incorrectly viewed as being right to privacy judgement has read deciabortions based on knowledge about the sex sion-making autonomy about one’s body,
of the foetus.
including the decision to become pregnant
However, the fact that the most recent set or not and to continue a pregnancy or not, as
of amendments to
part of the person’s right
India’s MTP Act were
to privacy and therefore
passed in 2021 to expand
part of the right to life
QUICK READ
the scope and reach of
guaranteed under the
the law speaks volumes No matter how different our legal Constitution of India.
systems, a restrictive abortion
on the little or no impact
The abortion law in
law in the US could have a ripple India is also not inclusive
that the incorrect conflaeffect on access to services,
tion with the declining
in its true sense, as it does
information, choice and
child sex ratio had on the
not consider the lived
resources for abortion in India.
legality and availability
realities and various
of abortion services in
forms of discrimination
We must ponder the fact that based on caste, class, relithe country.
As per India’s National abortion is still not recognized as gion, sexual orientation
a right in India and our MTP law
Family Health Survey
and disabilities that preonly offers an exception under
(NFHS-5) report pubvail in the country.
a penal code that criminalizes
lished in March 2022
The abortion law has
the ‘causing’ of a ‘miscarriage’.
that provided data from
in fact created bigger

hurdles for people while expanding its
scope in the form of medical boards to be set
up at every state level and also by creating
various categories of women who can access
MTP services on classifications based on
their circumstances. Further, the amended
abortion law has done nothing to do away
with the practical hurdles that provisions of
other laws, like the Protection of Children
from Sexual Offences Act and the Drugs and
Cosmetics Act, have created. It also does not
take into consideration the awkward fact
that in spite of law amendments, there are
still a number of petitions being filed in various high courts seeking legal permission for
termination of pregnancy.
It does appear that it’s time to ask a moot
question about the need for a law regulating
abortion in the country, where there is no
specific law regulating any other medical
procedure.
The answer lies in the fact that the rule is
of criminalization and the exception is the
procedure performed under the MTP Act.
Therefore, what needs to be reassessed is
the existence of provisions in the general
criminal law criminalizing abortion and
then the consequential need for an MTP Act
that is not in tune with the changing realities
of India and its people.

